
25. Metaphysical Definitions and Reflections1           Aiv267

[Summer 1678-Winter 1680/81]2

1393 I

Body is a resisting extended thing.3

For from this alone it can be distinguished from space, which we conceive as that

which is extended, absolutely, without the addition of anything else.

1394 The extended is that which has magnitude and situation.

A resisting thing is that which acts on that by which it is acted upon.

A vacuum is an extended thing without resistance. Whether there is one, or whether

it is even possible, is another question.

Physics is subordinated to Arithmetic, or Algebra, insofar as it concerns magnitude;

to Geometry insofar as it concerns situation; to Metaphysics insofar as it concerns

resistance, i.e. action and passion.

If two bodies resist one another, and we perceive the action and passion of one as

pertaining to us, and those of the other as foreign to us, the former body is called an

organ, the latter is called an object; but the perception itself is called a sensation.

An image is the continuation of a passion in an organ despite the cessation of the

action of the object.

Imagination is the perception of an image.

Memory is the perception of one’s perception.
                                                  
1 LH XXXV 11, 14, leaves 16-21 (3/4 sheet of folio, 93/4 columns). Previously edited for
the Vorausedition by Heinrich Pfannkuch as Ve445: 2035-2045 (Faszikel 8, 1989).
2 The watermark is registered for July 78-June 82. It is on the same paper as Aiv365
(dated by Aiv as Summer 1678-Winter 1678/79), to which it is closely related in content,
although to the Akademie editors these reflections “no longer appear very early,
leaving one to assume a time of origin probably no earlier than Spring of 1679”.
3 At first Leibniz had defined body as an extensum without resistance, only to make this
his definition of a vacuum instead: “|Body is an extended thing, but endowed with no
resistance. But whether such a thing is to be found is another question. {The organs of
sense are bodies whose resistance we perceive as other bodies} If two bodies resist each
other absolutely, without the addition of anything else|”
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Judgement is affirmation or negation, and it is either true or false.

Judgements about sensible things are derived from the following principles:

Intellectual First Principles of the essence of things

Every judgement is either true or false.

No judgement is simultaneously true and false.

Either the affirmation or the negation is true.

Either the affirmation or the negation is false.

For every truth a reason can be provided, excepting those first truths in which the

same thing is affirmed of the thing itself or is denied of its opposite. A is A. A is not not-

A.

1395 Every falsehood can be proved false, excepting first falsehoods, in which the same

thing is denied of the thing itself, or affirmed of its opposite. A is not A. A is not-A.

That is to say, the connection of predicate and subject that is the foundation of truth

is either immediate; or it is mediate, and is accordingly reducible to an immediate

connection through resolution, which is to prove a priori, i.e. to provide a reason.

Intellectual Principles of the existence of things

Of several incompatible possibles, the more perfect exists.

I call more perfect what involves more essence. For perfection is nothing but degree

of essence. And therefore above all there exists a Being that contains all perfections, that

is, God. Also the world is made by God in the most perfect way; and a maximum outlay

is achieved with minimum expenditure of place, time and matter. And of the various

ways of forming things, those are preferred which exclude the fewest things from

existing, in the same way that a wise architect joins stones in such a way that they take

up no more space than they fill, lest they take away space for others.  Hence also if
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something by its existence does not impede the existence of any other thing, it exists.

Finally the workings of God are like those of a most excellent geometer who knows how

to produce the best constructions for his problems.4

First Principles of Sensation or of first perceptions

(i) I, who perceive, exist.

(ii) The things I perceive are various.

There are some who inculcate only the first of these, which they express as cogito

ergo sum  (I think therefore I am).  But they leave out the second, which is much more

fruitful. For two things above all occur to someone experiencing, that the perceptions

are various, and that it is one and the same person who is perceiving. From this it is not

only inferred that there is a percipient, but also that the reason that perceptions are so

various must be outside the percipient;  and therefore that there are other things besides

me. From the first I arrive at a knowledge of myself, from the second at a knowledge of

the world.

1396 Principles of Opinions

That which is easier is more probable.

By the easier I mean that which has fewer requisites, i.e. that for whose sake

fewer suppositions must be made.

There is no presumption that change will occur.

That is to say, every single thing must be believed to remain in the state it was in,

until one sees a reason for believing that it has abandoned this state.

Principles of physical certitude

                                                  
4 This is a more formal exposition of the principles Leibniz had expounded in Aiii60:
472-3 above. The figure of God as an excellent geometer recurs in Aiv312 below.
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Phenomena which agree with the rest are held to be true, whereby Body, Space,

Time, World, Individual are also adumbrated.

By means of this principle we distinguish dreams from the things that happen

when we are awake. For if some dream is perfectly coherent with the state of life

preceding and following it, or if it lasts for a long time without the usual incongruity of

dreams, no-one could suspect himself of dreaming. And if some Platonist were to say

that the whole of his present life is a well-cohering dream, and that his soul will awaken

at death; perhaps he could not be refuted a priori without knowing the reason for a

universe which underwent no interlude of this sort. For all things are referred to a

generic time and place, and are extruded from the rest according to certain particular

laws. And the same would apply to someone who denied that any bodies or any other

substances exist apart from the person that thinks. For although it would in itself be

possible for your mind to be so constituted that, with only you the thinker existing, the

same images would be immediately presented as are now produced by coexisting or

other thinking things; nevertheless, this is not consistent with the primary reasons of

things; because there is no explanation why there would be reason for one of you in the

universe, when there could be so many other thinking substances more perfect than

you, or certainly no less perfect. So it is beyond doubt that people who seem to be

speaking with you today are people just as real as you, since there is just as much

reason for them to be in doubt about you. The causes of the phenomena, too, must be

outside you, and also outside other thinking beings, since they appear to be in

1397 agreement with many things; and, with your nature being limited in this way, no

reason can be provided for so many new appearances cohering among themselves.

Hence now there arises the consideration of a certain generic space5 whenever

certain particular situations are assigned to the phenomena, and one observes the
                                                  
5 There is some text missing in the copy of Aiv here. Where the Vorausedition had Hinc
jam obitur consideratio spatii cujusdam generalis dum... (Ve445: 2038), the new edition
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distances and angles of things, which do not change without cause. Thus if we put

something in a fixed and enclosed place, we do not doubt that it will be found in this

place unless some force or some other occurrence supervenes. And this space is

common to everything, and those very phenomena to which we can assign a situation,

for example, stars, we call bodies; and there is no body which cannot be thought to exist

in this generic space, and to be at a distance from some other given body. But those

bodies which do not have a definite situation of this kind, such as a rainbow or an

image in water, we therefore call emphatica or simply apparitions, for which we can

nevertheless provide reasons from the actions of bodies.

But since changes occur which disturb the assigned situation, for the sake of

avoiding confusion a way is devised for distinguishing which are before or after which,

and which are simultaneous, by referring everything to those changes which are

discovered to be uniform, such as are the motions of the stars. And this relation of

things with each other is called time, which is also generic, and comprises the whole of

everything, for nothing can occur which is not either before or after or simultaneous

with any other given thing.

Now with the aid of time and place we can also distinguish individuals, and

decide which are the same and which are different; for example, if I have two eggs in

front of me that are similar and equal throughout, and I want to distinguish them, we

must either make some mark on them by which they will be rendered dissimilar, or

collect them together in some fixed place, for example, with one above and the other

below; or finally, if they are to be left free, or even if motion is allowed them, for

example, if they are floating in water, then this one thing suffices, that their motions be

followed by the eyes. By this means it may appear, that is to say, how they change

                                                                                                                                                                   
has Hinc jam or dum.... I have surmised that the mistake occurred in the course of
correcting obitur (“is met with”) to oritur (“arises”), which makes slightly better sense.
On “generic space”, see GLOSSARY under genus, generalis.
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situation by a succession of time, for the same body is not found in different places at

the same time, nor can it pass from one place to another except through intermediary

ones.

Furthermore, the collection of all bodies that are understood to be in space, i.e.

those that have mutual situation, is called the world, and there are various states of the

world at various times. Of these, however, one comes out of another according to

1398 certain laws, which it is for physics to treat, so that from present things we may infer

past and future ones to life’s advantage. For he who can finally make predictions with

success must be said to have become sufficiently proficient in nature. And so the

objections the Sceptics make against observations are inane. Certainly, they may doubt

the truth of things, and if it pleases them to call the things that occur to us dreams, it

suffices for these dreams to be in agreement with each other, and to obey certain laws,

and accordingly to leave room for human prudence and predictions. And granting this,

it is only a question of names. For apparitions of this kind we call true, and I do not see

how they could be either rendered or chosen truer.

II

Body is a movable extended thing, or body is extended substance.6

It can be demonstrated that these definitions coincide,7 for I define substance as that

which can act; but the action of an extended thing is by motion, namely, local motion.
                                                  
6 After “Body is ...” this passage had originally continued: “| ... an extended thing that
is in motion. For since body is a substance capable of being acted upon; and since every
substance, on the other hand, is actually operating, as is demonstrated in its own place,
and every thing being acted upon has several things at the same time, i.e. is extended;
and since, moreover, the passion of an extended thing is by division, i.e. local motion:
and also actually the cause of the passion of an extended thing is in another extended
thing, and thus so is the cause of local motion, but the cause of local motion is local
motion; it follows that every body is an extended thing in motion. And conversely,
every extended thing in motion will be a body. This therefore we demonstrate if we
define body to be a substance which can act and be acted upon.|”
7 A first version of this sentence continued: “... these definitions coincide; |likewise
every extended thing is movable, and every movable thing is extended. And so body,
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Every body is actually in motion.

For every substance is actually operating, as is demonstrated in Metaphysics.

Every body is organic, i.e. is actually divided into smaller parts endowed with their

own particular motions, so that there are no atoms.

For every finite substance is actually acted upon (for, since it is actually acting, and

is finite, i.e. imperfect, its action is always diffused, or to some extent impeded); every

passion of a body, on the other hand, is by division.

Every body is animate, i.e. has sensation and appetite.8

For every substance is as perfect as it can be through all the others. But it cannot

depend on all the other bodies without there being in each one a soul, i.e. as much

1399 appetite as there is in it a force of acting, and as much sensation as there is in it a force

of being acted upon. But to attribute a soul only to man and to a few other bodies is as

inept as believing that everything is made for the sake of man alone.

Substantial form, or soul, is the principle of unity and of duration, matter is that of

multiplicity and change.9

For since we have said that body is actually divided into parts, each of which is

agitated with a different motion, and since for the same reason each part is again

divided, then certainly if we consider matter alone, no point will be assignable that will

remain together with another, nor a moment at which a body will remain identical with

itself; and there will never be a reason for saying that a body is a unity over and above a
                                                                                                                                                                   
movable thing, and extended thing are equivalent.|” But they are not equivalent: for
space and vacuum are both extended, but neither movable nor bodies; which is
presumably why Leibniz deleted this. However, it is not clear to me why he abandoned
the definitions of the first section of this piece, body as “an extended thing that resists,”
and vacuum as “an extended thing without resistance.”
8 This sentence was originally continued: “|and soul is the same as substantial form, i.e.
the principle {of action, whereas matter is the principle of passion}  of unity, whereas
matter is the principle of multiplicity. i.e. of change.|”
9 This is an interesting variation on Leibniz's more usual definition, with which he had
begun, before crossing it out: “|Substantial form ... is the principle of action, and matter
that of passion|”; the second version had “|... is the principle of unity and constancy.|”
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point, and the same for longer than a moment. And since points and moments

themselves are not things, but bounds, i.e. modes, of things, it follows that if there were

only matter in body, there would be no reality or perfection in it. But if there were only

form in body, there would be nothing changeable and imperfect in it.

There is no place without body, and no time without change.10

Figure 1

Those who do not well enough understand the principles of metaphysics easily

believe in the vacuum and atoms, i.e. unbreakable bodies, when in fact it is absurd for

there to be a body which cannot be acted upon11 or have sensation. Now if we suppose

that every body is actually divided into parts, the objections against the plenum are
                                                  
10 These statements follow from his discussions in the first section, where “generic
space” arises from the assignment of situations to all phenomena, and “generic time” is
a way of relating changes of situation to one another.
11 At first sight it might seem strange for Leibniz to claim that an atom cannot be acted
upon when it could, for instance, be moved. But since all motion is relative, it cannot be
an absolute attribute of a body (see Aiv360). There must be some real change in the
body, so that if all change in body is by local motion, then “the principle of passion (or
being acted upon)” must be division. A perfectly rigid body would be incapable of
registering any action on itself, and thus of sensing.
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easily resolved.12 And truly it is evident that if everything is supposed full of globes,

then between the interstices new globes can again be placed to infinity without

violating motion, for it is only necessary for the smaller globes to move more swiftly.

Now if it is possible for everything to be a plenum, then everything will be a plenum,

for it is absurd for any place to be left useless in which there could be an infinity of

creatures.13 This is the same reason why there is no time without change. For it would

be exactly as if it did not exist.

III

Body is a substance that can act and be acted upon.

Matter is the principle of passion, i.e. of being acted upon;

Form is the principle of action.

Pure intelligences can act, but cannot be acted upon. Thus only God is a pure

intelligence; all the rest are in matter, as is our mind, and so also an angel's.

1400 Because a principle of passion must effectually contain within itself a multiplicity,

matter is a continuum containing a plurality of things at the same time, i.e. an extended

thing.

Every form is in a way a soul, i.e. capable of sensation and appetite.

Even though all things are animate, nonetheless they all act according to the laws of

mechanics, for sensation and appetite are determined by organs (i.e. parts of a body)

and objects (i.e. by surrounding bodies).14

Every body is actually acting and being acted upon.

                                                  
12 The objections referred to are the classical ones of the atomists, namely that if
everything were full, motion would be impossible. Leibniz's solution is along the lines
of Descartes's, given in Appendix 2c below. See Aiii58; see also section 5 of the
Introduction for a discussion.
13 This echoes the passage in Pacidius to Philalethes at Aiii78: 566, and the
corresponding passage in the Monadology.
14 Compare with the definitions of ‘organ’ and ‘object’ in the first section above (1394).
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Every body acts on all others and is acted upon by all others, i.e. perceives all others.

Thus every substance has in itself a certain participation in divine omniscience and

omnipotence, even though its knowledge is confused, and its action is diffused by

things acting in contrary ways.

Only those true souls are immortal which can recognize themselves to be the same;

for these alone are capable of reward and punishment and therefore also receptive of

laws. And for these God is not only the principle, but also the prince. For they are

citizens of the Republic of the Universe, whose king is God. And since this republic is

the best, there will be no good deed in it unheeded, and no sin unpunished.

Every portion of matter however small is actually divided into smaller parts, which

are agitated by different motions.

The cohesiveness of a body, i.e. the cohesion of its parts, arises from the fact that

they are agitated with so little motion that they hardly separate at all, and since they are

endowed with a motion by the whole surrounding system, they cannot be pulled apart

without force, that is without some disturbance of the system.

No body is perfectly at rest.

When two bodies approach each other, it can only be decided from the cause of

motion, not from the motion itself, which of the two is at rest or moves, or whether both

are moving. It is the same with several bodies.

IV

Every body acts on every other body, and is acted upon by it. For since everything is

a plenum, every endeavour is propagated to infinity. But every endeavour has some

effect, even though the effect of a weaker endeavour is smaller.

1401 The power of every body is infinite. Now I call a body one if every action of its parts

is an action of that one body and if the parts of this body are infinite. And so the infinite

force, which is contained by an equal or even greater striving from the powerful
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surrounding bodies, is consequently exerted inwards so as to prevent it from acting

outwards, or repelling bodies that are placed on it. This can be clarified by analogy with

the natural air, which, on the removal of whatever was holding it in, spontaneously

expands into space more than might be believed.

If all bodies were at rest against each other, each one would have as much power as

every other one of the same bulk.

For each would sustain the force of all the others. This can be clarified by analogy

with the elasticity of air, for no portion of air is so small that it is not equal to the

sustaining of the whole weight and elasticity of the surrounding air pressing down on

it.

The parts of any body constitute one continuum.15

For a unity always lasts as long as it can without destroying multiplicity, and this

happens if bodies are understood to be folded rather than divided.16 As, for example, a

chord is one vibration, even though there is no part of it that does not have its own

particular motion. Whoever understands this proposition well enough will laugh at the

vain questions concerning the seat of the soul.

Anyone seeking the primary sources of things must investigate how matter is

divided into parts, and which of them is moving.

This, so it seems to me, I have investigated. A unity must always be joined to a

multiplicity to the extent that it may. So I say that matter is divided not even into parts

of equal bulk, as some have supposed, nor into parts of equal speed, but into parts of

equal power, but with bulk and speed unequal in such a way that the speeds are in

                                                  
15 Leibniz continued this “... and the whole world is one continuum,” before crossing it
out.
16 Leibniz originally had: “For a unity always lasts as long as it can, since every division
is a passion, i.e. a change, but every change is always as small as can be, since nothing
happens without a reason.”
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1402 inverse ratios to the magnitudes. For in this way all things will indeed be disturbed, but

with the utmost reason. For if they were not disturbed, they would not be alive, and if

they were not disturbed in a certain ratio, they would not become known.

The overall cause of souls and purpose of things is the greatest glory of God, the

effect of which is the maximum possible happiness of souls.

This proposition depends on certain rather profound contemplations about the

nature of God.

Those souls, finally, are immortal which are receptive of laws.

These alone are to be considered citizens of the universe, i.e. of the Republic of

which God is King. To these are destined punishments, to these rewards.17 These alone

think about what they owe to the universe, or rather what they owe to God. God is the

principle of the other souls, not their prince; for he cannot be known by them as a

certain unique substance who rules everything. Whence it follows that the better

someone knows his author, the more worthy he is of a true life.

Even though all things are animated and act with sense and appetite, they

nevertheless act according to the Laws of Mechanics.

I see that in this matter most people go to extremes. For some who think that

everything is governed by the laws of mechanics, do away with all incorporeal

substances and final causes. On the other hand, those who admit them see them as

being able to bring anything about by instinct alone, and do not try to find out how

things are governed. I believe that both efficient and final cause should be conjoined, for

everything happens because of the will of souls, so that souls act by willing, but again,

each of their forces going to infinity is determined by the laws of mechanics. These

forces, however, have their origin in an equal contrary striving of other bodies. And so a

                                                  
17 This passage on the best republic, of which God is King, echoes sentiments expressed
(in passages I did not translate) in “On the Secrets of the Sublime” at Aiii60: 476; DSR
29, and in Aiv365: 1989 above.
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man's soul cannot make his body jump to any greater height than one proportional to

the impetus which the motion of his interior parts collected for this use can impress

upon it. And isn’t this why those who do away with souls for all bodies other than

human ones —in a laughable imitation of the master dissembler, perhaps18— seem to

know themselves better than others? For just as a man neither acts nor is acted upon

any the less in accordance with the laws of motion even though he has sensation and

appetite, so the same thing will be understood in a certain proportion in the other

animated beings. Still, those souls

1403 that can know God and direct their life with sound reason towards the general good in

the universal Republic will be infinitely distinguished from the rest. There is therefore

no reason to fear that the souls of the lower animals and those of people will be in the

same condition.

All the phenomena of nature can be explained solely by final causes, exactly as if

there were no efficient cause; and all the phenomena of nature can be explained solely

by efficient causes, as if there were no final cause.

The former seems to have been the method of Plato, concerning which he discoursed

elegantly in the Phaedo when he made fun of Anaxagoras’s corpuscles; the latter was

that of Democritus, which certain distinguished men have revived in their own way in

our times.19 For God can be considered not only as a principle of corporeal things, but

also as the director of souls. For as he once excited the parts of matter with an

impressed motion, so he excited souls with good sense. Finally, those conjoin both

methods who think God is the author of things and is supremely powerful and

supremely wise, and has expressed his magnitude and beauty in the world by a certain
                                                  
18 “In laughable imitation of  the master dissembler, perhaps” (ridicula dissimulatoris
fortasse magistri imitatione) appears to be a rare derogatory reference to Descartes and
his followers.
19 The reference to Plato’s Phaedo is to the passage at 97b-101b, and the revivers of
Democritus are, above all, Descartes, Gassendi and Magnen, who published
Democritus Reviviscens sive De Atomis in Pavia in 1646.
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reason. For the rest, these things are useful both in life and in the sciences themselves,

for it is an advance for the limits and uses of things to be examined by their effects, not

only that we should adore a governing providence, but also that we should divine the

hidden works of nature. This often happens in anatomy, from a consideration of the

uses of the parts. And in order to use an example in things of another kind too, the laws

of reflection and refraction of rays are more easily demonstrated by the contemplation

of final than efficient causes.20

Figure 2
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1404 For example, the fact that the incident ray AB and the reflected ray BC make

equal angles of incidence ABD and reflection CBE, can be demonstrated in two ways. It

can be demonstrated by efficient causes by considering that a straight line DE is bent

into an arc DFE by the fall of the incident body, and in restituting itself, pushes back the

incident body along the perpendicular BH. Hence now we obtain the reason for that

which is elsewhere assumed without a reason:21 why the motion of the incident body

                                                  
20 In the first of three deleted attempts to continue this passage, Leibniz wrote:
“|Whence Fermat’s demonstration about reflection and refraction, which is drawn from
final causes, is right, and Descartes’s demonstration from efficient causes is wrong.|”
21 This seems to be an implicit criticism of Descartes’s account in Discourse 2 of his
Dioptrique (AT VI, 93-96; English translation in Descartes: The World and Other
Writings, ed. & transl. Stephen Gaukroger (Cambridge University Press: Cambridge,
1998), 76-78); although, if so, it seems misplaced, since Descartes adequately accounts
for the composition from these two components.
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and thus of the reflected body should here be divided into a composite of a tendency in

the perpendicular direction AG (in which direction alone the arc both bends, having

been forced to yield to exactly the degree that the incident body descends, and returns,

by recoiling with an equal velocity in the opposite direction) and one in the horizontal

direction GB, which, having not suffered change, is left with the same proportion of

speed to the perpendicular. Therefore in the time the former goes from B to H, the latter

goes from B to L, so that if BL to BH is as BG to AG, or if BL = BG and if HB = CL, then

the motion composed from the tendencies in the directions BH and BL is along FC.

CA

D M

B

E

Figure 3

But the ancients demonstrated the same thing by an appeal to final causes in this

way:22 Let there be a point A and another C, having supposed already what they

assume: from any point A, because of the same parts of the reflecting surface DE, some

ray travels to any supposed point C. Which is that ray, is it AMC or ABC? In order to

discover this they use a principle taken from final causes, namely that nature,

1405 proposing some end to itself, chooses the optimal means. And so since here, because of

the uniform diaphanum, there ought to be a reason only for a long or a short journey, it
                                                  
22As the Akademie editors inform us, in a letter to Christiaan Huygens of February 5,
1680 (A III.iii N.22), Leibniz mentions Hero of Alexandria (who expounded the Law of
Shortest Path in chapter 4 of his Catoptrica) and Ptolemy (to whom the work Sphaera is
attributed, in which Hero’s work was reprinted under the title De Speculis).
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follows that, tending from the point A to the the point C by reflection, it will go through

the point B if ABC is the shortest path of all, or if the sum of the straight lines AB + BC

is smaller than that of each of the others, e.g. AM + MC. But it is known from Geometry

that if the angles ABD and CBE are equal the sum ABC will be the minimum of all

possible sums of this kind. To this line of argument certain people of more recent times

have been wont to object that the ray coming from A is not endowed with cognition,

nor does it inquire whether it will go to C and which is the best route for it to get there,

but with blind impetus comes down on a point of the reflecting surface, to which it is

carried in the direction already conceived, and from there rebounds according to

mechanical laws. But these people do not think that the ancients’ argument is derived

from final causes; and it is not the ray itself, but the founding nature of optical laws that

is endowed with cognition, and foresees what will be best and most fitting.


